
Senior Pastor Course Testimonials 

The following comments come from a senior pastor of a large congregation.  

“I enrolled in the Senior Pastor course with the hope of meeting and learning alongside other 

pastors who serve in large complex systems.  I hoped to polish some skills and techniques that I 

had picked up along the way and to learn some new skills and techniques for leading a staff and 

large congregation.  I hoped to grow in my capacity and energy to lead.  I appreciated Pr. 

DeBlock’s efforts to use a variety of teaching and learning methods during our time together. 

The inclusion of guest speakers was helpful … The value of shared presentations to engage adult 

learners was reinforced for me through the book reports and congregational sharing that took 

place. Overall, the Senior Pastor course was a valuable experience and time well spent.  Serving 

as a Senior Pastor is demanding and difficult and this course helped equip me to continue to 

serve well.”  -Pastor E 

 

The next pastor served in a large congregation as an associate pastor. The congregation the 

associate is serving is challenging. The associate had an ardent desire to learn and advance his 

skills as a minister.  

“The Senior Pastor course has been among the courses of theological "next level" education 

after my first-call seminary education. It was the kind of education for the next phase of 

ministry. It has been a course to explore new possibilities of pastoral leadership. It has been a 

course to help in assessing my present call.  It has been helpful and quite enjoyable to connect 

with pastoral colleagues who also are exploring ministry possibilities. As an associate pastor, it 

has been good to hear the experiences of professional colleagues in a Senior Pastor and some 

solo pastor calls. It has been helpful to be frank about the present context of ministry in which I 

find myself, knowing confidences will be kept among colleagues.  Broadening my perspective 

about our congregation with clarifying questions, innovative ideas, changing the way church is 

practiced have all been fruitful elements of the course.”- Pastor R 

This young pastor has only served a few years in a rural solo pastoral position. He is a 

millennial and very energetic in his ministry. With great seriousness, he approached the 

course of study.  

“The Senior Pastor course offered through the Eastern North Dakota Synod allowed me as an 

individual and pastor to grow and hone skills that I could use within my life and within my 

congregational settings. … It has also helped me understand some of the shortcomings that 

have arisen within my own leadership and how I can find others to help me fulfill those 

gaps.  This course has offered to me time and a means to reflect along with find tools to use in 



working with others and enhancing those relationships that they are doing in and truly being 

the organization that they are serving in.” - Pastor N 

 

“I learned so much from this class, I do not even know how to encapsulate it. I feel like I got 

insider information that would have taken me years to glean from various sources, because very 

little of this content is taught in seminary. Some of it, I may well have never learned except 

through trial and error. All the books were a reliable source of knowledge and inspiration for 

me, as well as the lectures and discussion.  Some specific things that I will take away from this 

course: 

•             The importance of having clarity of vision and mission - always asking - Why are we 
doing this? Does this further the mission? If so, then go for it. If not, then do not do it. 

•             Senior pastor's role is to see that others are equipped and empowered for leadership 
and ministry. The senior pastor models pastoral care by ministering to staff. 

•             The senior pastor is the symbol bearer and is supposed to bring calm, while at the same 
time challenging when needed. 

•             Servant-leadership is the goal. 

•             I loved the question - "How are lives being changed because we are here?" And then 
how do we tell those stories of lives changed? 

•             The importance of job descriptions for paid staff and volunteers. 

•             Asking the question, "Why do we do it this way?" Understanding that sometimes you 
must trim something back to grow. 

•             Chuck Olmstead's formula for staffing. Character + Capability + Competency = 
Chemistry 

•             I plan to adopt the model Chuck described of hosting new member classes monthly on a 
Sunday morning after worship, rather than trying to have a multiple session orientation. 

•             I also plan to use the three questions he talked about for ongoing feedback from 
members. 1. What do you want your pastors to know? 2. What is most important to you about 
this church's ministry? 3. Are you connected? How? Why or why not? 

•             The idea of setting norms and standards with a community is important. Asking the 
question- How do we want to be in community together?” – Pastor U 

 

 


